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Livestock, a potential area to be tapped: Hasnain Dreshak
A delegate from US Consulate Lahore calls on Livestock Minister & Secretary
31st August, 2021: There are vast opportunities for cooperation in the livestock sector which can
be utilized for boosting national economy. According to details, a delegation of US Consulate
Lahore led by Kathleen Gibilisco, Political & Economic chief, met with the Provincial Minister
for Livestock and Secretary Livestock Punjab. The delegate also included Chris Rittgers
(Agriculture Counselor), Sadaf Saad (Senior Political & Economic Specialist) and Asmat Raza
(Senior Agricultural Specialist). Detailed discussions were held on promoting mutual
cooperation in the livestock and agriculture sectors of Punjab. The head of the delegation,
Kathleen Gibilisco, while briefing about the various programs being conducted with the help of
the US, said that the US agencies are cooperating with the Punjab government and the
Livestock Department in various researches, training and policy making programs. She said
that US government would want to offer the cooperation in the fields of research and trade at
government as well as private sectors of livestock. Sardar Hasnain Bahadur Dareshk
commended the US delegate for their interest in Punjab’s livestock & agriculture sectors and
stated that livestock is an integral component of rural economy in the country and, therefore,
we seek technical assistance from US agencies in terms of infrastructure development, FMD
control programs, veterinary education, curricula revision and animal identification &
traceability systems. He added that practical steps are needed to obtain reliable data so that not
only policy making but also international cooperation can be sought. Secretary Livestock Punjab
Asad Rehman Gillani welcomed the proposal for cooperation in the private sector between the
two countries and said that these proposals could make possible a significant increase in the
growth rate of the Punjab livestock sector. The Provincial Minister and Secretary Livestock also
presented honorary shields and souvenirs to the delegate. Additional Secretaries, Director
Communication and Dr. Yasir Abrar were also present during the meetings.

